Abstract. Multi-supplier inventory systems with seasonal demand are investigated via queuing theory methods in the framework of cost approach. Optimal distribution of replenishment orders between suppliers is obtained under assumption of make-to-order strategy. To this end asymptotic analysis of systems behavior is performed. We apply various mathematical tools such as weak convergence and use properties of regenerative, doubly stochastic Poisson and Markov processes.
Introduction
The aim of this research is twofold. On one hand, we would like to further develop the investigation of inventory systems via queuing theory methods. One of the rst interpretations of inventory models as queuing ones was given in the book [4] . Since then many researchers have used such analogies, see, e.g., [2] , [7] . On the other hand, we are interested in the study of seasonal demand impact on the inventory policies in systems with many suppliers. A single supplier is assumed to be available in many inventory control models. However, there exist such situations in which more than one supplier is necessary to reduce the total system cost or to sustain a desired service standard. Multi-supplier strategies can create a suppliers competition and ensure their providing faster delivery, see, e.g., [5] . The models considered below can be applied to logistics in agriculture or fuel supply in countries with continental climate. Due to lack of space we omit almost all proofs. Moreover, we consider only make-to-order (MTO) strategy.
Model Description
The system consists of one dealer (or producer) and N suppliers. Let customers (each demanding a unit of product) arrive according to a Poisson ow with intensity (t). To take into account the seasonality of demand we assume (t) to be periodic function with the period T . A customer arriving at time t is satis ed immediately if inventory on hand is positive, waiting otherwise. It is also supposed that each time when a product unit is demanded an order is sent to the i-th supplier with probability i , i ≥ 0, N i=1 i = 1. Such a procedure is the result of application of continuous-review (S − 1; S) policy for any S.
Each supplier has a random delivery time. Suppose that arriving orders are served according to FIFO rule (First In First Out). The order processing time of the i-th supplier has a distribution function B i (x) with nite mean b (i) and second moment b (i) 2 . It is well known that under above assumptions the input ow of orders to the i-th supplier is a Poisson one with periodic intensity i (t). Thus, we have an open queuing network consisting of N independent queuing systems of type M(t)|GI|1|∞ working in parallel.
There exists a limit cyclic distribution P 
Objective Function
We consider optimization of the system performance from the dealer view-point. Namely, the objective function we are going to minimize is the long-run average costs per unit time under MTO strategy (S = 0). We take into account only unit stock-out cost 
Seasonal Demand and Periodic Orders Processing
Taking into account the seasonal demand we get, in the simplest case, the system of the type M(t)|M(t)|1|∞ in each node. Thus, the input ow to the network is Poisson with intensity (t). Service intensity i (t) in the i-th node also depends on time. Moreover, functions (t) and i (t) are periodic with period T . The cyclic limit distribution exists if i < i , i = 1; : : : ; N, with = T −1 T 0 (y) dy and i = T −1 T 0 i (y) dy. A system M(t)|M(t)|1|∞ was investigated in [6] under assumption that initially the system has k orders. Introducing a time transformation =: (t) = t 0 (y) dy one can obtain the following system of di erential equations for the probabilities Q j () = P(q( ) = j)
where () = ()
If i (t) = i (t) then for the i-th node we have i (t) = i and (1) is a system of di erential equations with constant coe cients. It is easily shown that, for i < i , i = 1; : : : ; N, there exist lim
Thus, the cyclic distribution does not depend on time and coincides with that considered in [2] . If i (t) = i it is possible to propose an algorithm for solving (1), hence, for calculation of objective function and its minimization.
Arbitrary Service Times
To analyze a system of type M(t)|GI|1|∞ with an arbitrary service distribution function B(x) having two nite moments b and b 2 it is useful to study the Markov process (q(t); t ). Here q(t) is the customers number in the system and t is the time a customer has been already served (if q(t) > 0). Introducing P j (t; x) = P(q(t) = j; t ≤ x) and densities p j (t; x) = @P j (t; x)=@x we get, as usual, the di erential equations for the functions g 0 (t; x) = p 0 (t; x) and g j (t; x) = p j (t; x)=[1 − B(x)]; j > 0. Solving the system one obtains the cyclic distribution.
Considering MTO strategy we can use the following procedure to calculate the objective function. Denote by V (t) virtual waiting time. As shown in [1] , in cyclic regime m(t) = EV (t) has the following form
with (t) = b (t) − t, (t) = t 0 (y) dy: According to Little's formula, see, e.g., [9] 
In some cases it is possible to take 1 − as a rst approximation for P 0 (y).
Since it is impossible, with rare exceptions, to nd the explicit form of cyclic distribution an important role belongs to the asymptotic analysis.
Asymptotic Analysis of Systems with Periodic Input
Considering approximations of cyclic distributions there arise a lot of questions to answer, among them the following: { how one obtains the estimates of approximation precision using instead of initial periodic intensity (t) a simpler one, for example, a step-function, { whether it is possible to estimate the uctuation of system characteristics, in particular Eq(t), on interval T (period) because that enables us to decide when we can disregard the dependence of intensity on time, { it is useful to get some limit theorems concerning the heavy ( ≈ 1, < 1 ) or light ( ≈ 0) tra c, moreover, we can take into account such properties of intensity as its being slow or quick varying function and so on.
Sensitivity Analysis
In order to nd a class of functions (t) for which one can use a certain approximation calculating the cyclic distribution it is necessary to answer the above mentioned questions. Moreover, for di erent values of parameters i , i = 1; : : : ; N, some of the network nodes may be in conditions of heavy trafc, the others having light tra c. Sensitivity analysis of queuing systems with respect to their input intensities is based on the paper [8] where it is established that the function H(t; x) = P(V (t) ≤ x) is a probability of non-crossing a certain boundary by a compound Poisson process. Below we formulate one of the results using this function.
Consider a family of periodic intensities { " (t); " > 0}. All the characteristics for the system with intensity " (t) will be labeled by ". Assume also that < 1, " < In particular, for (t) ≡ one has |H " (t; x) − (x)| ≤ 2", here (x) is a stationary distribution of virtual waiting time V (t) in a system M|GI|1|∞ with input intensity .
Theorem 1 gives su cient conditions for using the stationary distribution (x) as approximation of cyclic limit distribution.
Limit Theorems
Heavy tra c. Consider a family S " of single-server queuing systems with service distribution function B(x) and Poisson input with intensity " (t) depending on time t. Heavy tra c means that " 1, as " → " 0 . Denote by q " (t) the customers number in S " at time t and G " (t; x) = P(q " (t) ≤ x) its cyclic distribution. . Therefore it is su cient to investigate the function H " (t; x) = P(V " (t) ≤ x). This function satis es the Takacs equation, see, e.g., [9] . Hence, using the periodicity, , whence easily follows the desired statement.
Theorem 2. Let " (t) = "(t) and = bT
The result of Theorem 2 can be used to obtain the representation of Eq " (t), as " 
and c 2 is a constant that can be calculated. It is worth noting that points of extrema for u(t) are obtained by solving the equation (t) = . This lets us estimate the uctuation of the function Eq " (t) on interval of length T (period) and decide whether it is possible to approximate it by a constant when the tra c intensity is close to 1.
Light tra c. Let " (t) = "(t) and " → 0: It is not di cult to establish that P " 0 (t) = P(q " (t) = 0) = H " (t; 0) = 1 − "
This is useful for obtaining the term of order " in expression of the virtual waiting time mean as well as the mean customers number. For getting the terms of higher order in " it is necessary to use the following theorem proved in [3] . Theorem 3. Let ∞ 0 x n 2 +1+ dB(x) < ∞ for some > 0 and positive integer n. Then there exist functions F i (t; y), i = 1; : : : ; n; such that
An algorithm for obtaining functions F i (t; y) is also provided.
Slowly varying intensities. It is natural to suppose intensity to be slowly varying treating the seasonal demand. As above we consider a family of systems S " with intensity depending on ". However now we assume " (t) = ("t) with periodic (t): Thus period of " (t) is equal to T " If b(y) ≤ 1 for all y, setting (0) = 0 we get (y) ≡ 0. Otherwise we move the origin to the point of absolute minimum of (y) on interval of length T , getting (0) = 0 and (t) = (t) − min 0≤y≤t (y):
Theorem 4. Let (t) be piecewise continuous, = b < 1 and b 2 < ∞. If t 0 is a continuity point for (t), moreover, (t 0 ) > 0 and (t) = 0 in some neighborhood of t 0 , then " (" −1 t 0 ; z) → P (t0) (z), as " → 0: Here " (t; z) is a probability generating function of customers number in system S " ; whereas P (z) corresponds to the system M|GI|1|∞ with constant input intensity and has the form
Eq " (" If the answer is negative, it is necessary to use Theorem 2 for ≈ 1, that is, take Eq i = b
. For i such that ≈ 0, according to Theorem 3, we set Eq i = i T 
